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Abstract: In this paper, several circuits are proposed for wide fan-in gates, where the purpose is to achieve an
efficient design. The technique which is utilized in this paper is based on the replacement of Si-MOSFET by
CNTFET. Dynamic logic and Static logics are examined and verified for the better performance, the proposed
circuit decreases the capacitance in dynamic node and increase its performance in desired fields. The proposed
model decreases the parasitic capacitance on the dynamic node, yielding a smaller keeper for wide fan-in gates
to implement fast and robust circuits. Thus, the contention current and consequently power consumption and
delay are reduced. The average power and power dissipation is taken as parameters. Microwind and Hspice is
used to analyze the results. The replacement of Si-MOSFETs by CNTFETs yields a decrease of 39% in the
average power consumption.
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INTRODUCTION CNTFET:  Carbon  nanotubes  field effect transistor.

Silicon-based technology has experienced potential for applications in electronics because of both
phenomenal growth in the last few decades. A large part their metallic and semiconducting properties and their
of the success of the MOS transistor is due to the fact ability to carry high current [6-9]. CNTs can carry current
that it can be scaled in to increasingly smaller dimensions, density of the order 10 µA/nm , while standard metal wires
which results in higher performance [1]. Though this trend have a current carrying capability of the order 10 nA/nm .
still continues, bulk MOSFET will soon reach its limiting Semiconducting CNTs have been used to fabricate
size. For this reason, the semiconductor industry is CNTFETs, which show promise due to their superior
looking for different materials and devices to integrate electrical characteristics over silicon based MOSFETs.
with the current silicon-based technology and in the long Since the electron mean free path in SWCNTs can exceed
run, possibly replace it. The carbon nanotube field effect 1 micrometer, long channel CNTFETs exhibit near-ballistic
transistor is one among the most promising alternatives transport characteristics, resulting in high-speed devices.
due to its superior electrical properties [2-4]. The first CNTFET was fabricated in 1998 [10-12]. In the

The   existing   available   field  effect   transistor  is same year R. Martel et.al. fabricated field-effect transistors
Si-MOSFET and it is being replaced by CNTFET [5]. This based on individual single- and multi-wall carbon
paper reviews different types of CNTFET which are one nanotubes and analyzed their performance. The broad
of the most promising devices to replace Si MOSFET in classifications of CNTFET are discussed below.
near future.

Therefore it is very important to have reduced size Geometry Dependent CNTFET:  The first back gate
and having preferable characteristics like less delay, CNTFET was proposed by Tans et al. In this structure a
average power required and power dissipation etc., single SWCNT was used to bridge two noble metal

These entities are determined by using several tools electrodes prefabricated by lithography on an oxidized
such as Dschematics, microwind, Hspise. silicon wafer. Here the SWCNT plays the role of channel

Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) have huge
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and the metal electrodes act as source and drain [13]. The transistors in which transistor action occurs primarily by
heavily doped silicon wafer itself behaves as the back varying the contact resistance rather than the channel
gate. These CNTFETs behaved as p-type FETs with an I conductance. These types of FET require careful
(on)/I (off) ratio~105. The schematic diagram of back-gate alignment of the Schottky barrier and gate electrode which
CNTFET is shown in Figure (a). This suffers from some of leads to manufacturing challenge. Also the presence of
the limitations like high parasitic contact resistance Schottky barrier lowers the on-current. These are explored
( 1Mohm), low drive currents (a few nanoamperes) and further in references.
low transconductance gm  1nS. To reduce these
limitations the next generation CNTFET developed which
is known as top gate CNTFET [14-16].

Top Gate CNTFET: To get better performance Wind et al.
proposed the first top gate CNTFET [17]. Figure (b)
shows the schematic diagram of a top-gated CNTFET with
Ti source, drain and gate electrodes. A 15-nm SiO2 film
was used as the gate oxide. Here gate is placed over the
CNT.

the nanotube and turns off the p-type (n-type) device
Fig. (a): Back-gate CNTFET with an efficiently positive (negative) threshold voltage

that approaches the theoretical limit for room-temperature

or n-type. The ON-current is limited by the amount of
Fig. (b): Top gate CNTFET charges that can be induced in the channel by the gate

and not by the doping in the source. They operate in a
Electrodes Dependent CNTFET: Based on the type of pure p- or n-type enhancement-mode or in a depletion-
electrodes used CNTFET is classified into three mode, based on the principle of barrier height modulation
categories as follows. As shown in figure, in this type of when applying a gate potential. Out of these three, doped
CNTFET an intrinsic CNT is used in the channel region. S/D CNTFETs are promising because.
This is connected to metal Source/Drain and forms
Schottky barriers at the junctions. Carbon nanotube They show unipolar characteristics unlike SB-
transistors operate as unconventional Schottky barrier CNTFETs;

Different types of CNTFET: Fig (c) Schottky-barrier
(SB) CNTFET, Fig (d) partially gated (PG) CNTFET Fig (e)
doped-S/D CNTFET

Partially  Gated  (PG) CNTFET: PG-CNTFET, shown in
Fig (d), is a depletion mode CNTFET in which the
nanotube  is  uniformly  doped  or  uniformly  intrinsic
with ohmic contacts at their ends. PGCNTFETs can be of
n-type or p-type when respectively n-doped or p-doped.
In these devices the gate locally depletes the carriers in

operation. The on-current of such devices is given as ID
(on) =qñvt where ñ is the carrier density per unit length
and vt is the uni-directional thermal velocity

Doped- Source or Drain (S/D) CNTFET: Doped-S/D
CNTFETs presented in Fig. (e) are composed of three
regions. The region below the gate is intrinsic in nature
and the two ungated regions are doped with either p-type
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The absence of SB reduces the OFF leakage current; Used in TCAM (ternary content-addressable
They are more scalable compared to their SB memory). It is a specialized type of high-speed memory
counterparts; that searches its entire contents in a single clock cycle.
In ON-state, the source-to-channel junction has a Also as memory registers. The Memory Data Register
significantly higher ON current. (MDR) is the register of a computer's control unit that

Comparison of SI-MOSFET and CNTFET: In this section (e.g. RAM), or the data after a fetch from the computer
we have given a brief comparison between the storage. It acts like a buffer and holds anything that is
performance of CNTFET and MOSFET. copied from the memory ready for the processor to use it

In case of Si-MOSFET switching occurs by altering Literature Survey: Increasing leakage currents combined
the channel resistivity but for CNTFET switching with reduced noise margins significantly degrade the
occurs by the modulation of contact resistance. robustness  of  wide  dynamic  circuits.  In the paper [5],
CNTFET is capable of delivering three to four times we describe two conditional keeper topologies for
higher drive currents than the Si MOSFETs at an improving the robustness of sub-130-nm wide dynamic
overdrive of 1 V. circuits. Compared to conventional techniques, up to 28%
CNTFET has about four times higher higher performance has been observed for wide dynamic
transconductance in comparison to MOSFET. gates in a 130-nm technology. In addition, the proposed
The average carrier velocity in CNTFET is almost burn-in keeper  results  in  64%  active  area reduction.
double that in MOSFET. The on-current performance The increasing variability in device leakage has made the
advantage of the CNTFET is either due to the high design of keepers for wide OR structures a challenging
gate capacitance or due to the improved channel task. In the paper [15], we propose an adaptive keeper
transport. The improved channel velocity for the technique called rate sensing keeper (RSK) that enables
CNTFET is due to the increased mobility and band faster switching and tracks the variation across different
structure of CNTFET. process corners. It can switch up to 1.9 faster (for 20 legs)

Advantages of CNTFET over SI-MOSFET: CNTFET has for CONV in a 130-nm 1.2-V process. The delay tracking is
several advantages over MOSFET, they are given as within 8% across the different process corners. We
follows, CNTFET have comparatively very smaller size as demonstrate the circuit operation of RSK using a 32 8
that of SI-MOSFET, because of which the size of the register file implemented in an industrial 130-nm 1.2-V
whole transistor is considerably reduced. CNTFET CMOS process. The performance of individual dynamic
provide higher drive current delivery as that of SI- logic gates are also evaluated on chip for various keeper
MOSFET. CNTFET has increased transconductance value techniques. We show that the RSK technique gives
than that of SI-MOSFET. Average carrier velocity is better superior performance compared to the other alternatives
in CNTFET. such as Conditional Keeper (CKP)and current mirror-

Applications: There are several applications of CNTFETs immune domino logic circuit is given that uses the
which are given as follows: property of the footer semiconductor to raise the

These FETs are in place of memory elements as sensitivity of the dynamic node to noise and eventually
keeper circuit, they are responsible for wide fan in in improved performance.In this paper they compare
formation. They are basically memory elements performing power, delay and Power Delay Product (PDP) of various
OR operation. They can be applied in several memory topologies. Simulation is finished employing a 45nm
elements like Content-addressable memory (CAM). cadence tool for eight input OR circuit. Our projected

It  is  a  special  type  of  memory  used  in certain circuits scale back power consumption by 100 percent to
very-high-speed searching applications in computer. It is 35 the troubles, improvement of unity noise gain of 39%
also known as associative memory, associative storage, to 85% and have a higher figure of advantage as
or associative array, although the last term is more often compared to conditional keeper domino. The simulation
used for a programming data structure. results  unconcealed that prime Speed Conditional keeper

contains the data to be stored in the computer storage

than CONV and can scale up to 32 legs as against 20 legs

based keeper (LCR). In paper [16], A high speed and noise
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Domino (CKD) circuit offers the most effective ends up in dynamic node in response to an output signal of the
terms of reduction in delay and power consumption as inverter and a second logic network determining a logic
compared to different circuits. level of the second dynamic node in response to at least

Existing Method dynamic node The working of Footer Less Domino Logic
SI-MOSFET Realization Circuits: Basic domino logic (FLDL) is similar to Footed Domino Logic (FDL) shown in
circuits having variant keepers are taken and their Fig. (g). The advantage of FDL over FLDL is more noise
functionality is explained and have been simulated in immune. The noise immunity is higher because of using
dshematics and microwind. stacking effect due to the added footer transistor at the

High Speed Domino Logic: One of the existing leakage noise immune applications but its speed is lower than
tolerant domino circuits is High Speed Domino (HSD) FLDL.
logic as shown in Fig. (f). At the beginning of the
evaluation phase, the input delay element is low and the
clock is high. PMOS transistor MP3 is ON and therefore
it turns OFF the keeper transistor MP2. After a delay
equal to the delay of the inverters, when clock delayed is
high, if the output node is high, MN1 remains in the OFF
state and keeper transistor MP2 also remains OFF. This
causes PMOS transistor MP2 (keeper transistor) to be
turned ON to keep the dynamic node strongly connected
to VDD.

Fig. (f): High speed domino dynamic gate pull-down stack and thus tracks process,

The turned OFF keeper transistor at the beginning of overhead of one field-effect transistor per gate plus a
the evaluation phase helps to remove the contention portion of a shared current mirror.
between the keeper and NMOS evaluation network, thus
achieving less power consumption and higher
performance. However, the dynamic node is floating at the
beginning of the evaluation phase since the keeper is
turned OFF. Therefore, if there is noise at the inputs at the
onset of evaluation, the dynamic node can be discharged.

Diode Footed Domino Logic: A domino logic circuit
includes a pre-charge circuit pre-charging a first dynamic
node in response to a clock signal, a first logic network
determining a logic level of the first dynamic node in
response to first data signals, an inverter receiving the
clock signal, a discharge circuit discharging a second Fig. (h): Leakage current replica

one second data signal and an output signal of the first

bottom of the evaluation network. FDL is preferred for

Fig. (g): Diode footed domino

Leakage Current Replica: A leakage current replica
(LCR) keeper for dynamic domino gates that uses an
analog current mirror to replicate the leakage current of a

voltage and temperature. The proposed keeper has an
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In this paper, we present the leakage current replica
(LCR) keeper  which  is  a  circuit  that addresses the
short-comings of the conventional keeper and previously
proposed en-hancements. The LCR keeper uses a
conventional analog cur-rent mirror that tracks any
process  corner  as  well  as  voltage  and  temperature.
The only variation that the LCR keeper cannot track is
random on die variation, which still must be addressed
using conventional margining. A single current mirror
structure can be shared among more than one dynamic
gate. The LCR keeper overhead is one pFET per dynamic
gate plus  a portion of the shared current mirror circuit.
An LCR keeper to improve the scaling of dynamic gates.
The LCR keeper requires an overhead of one FET per Fig. (i): Controlled-keeper current compression domino
dynamic gate plus a portion of a shared replica.

Controlled-Keeper Current Compression Domino: In is off at the beginning of the evaluation phase, the keeper
Domino logic, the PMOS keeper must be upsized to transistor is on in this design. In this circuit M1 is added
increase the noise margin in the system. If the noise in series with the evaluation network such as the wide OR
margin is 10% of VDD then the PMOS keeper width can gate, as illustrated in this schematic. Moreover, M1 is
be  sized  to  10%  of  the  worst  case  pull down width. added in a diode configuration to provide more leakage
But upsizing of keeper transistor leads to power current reduction when all inputs in the OR gate are at the
consumption and the contention between the keeper low level or the circuit is set in the standby mode.
transistor and the pull down network increases. These Addition of M1 results in a reduction of the subthreshold
problems will be solved if the keeper transistor is off when leakage of the evaluation network due to the stacking
the gate wants to pull down the dynamic node. But the effect.
voltage of the dynamic node is mainly decreased to zero The voltage drop across M1 due to the leakage
in two different states: either a conduction path to the current decreases the subthreshold leakage in the
ground is formed by the input vector or the leakage following ways. First, it makes the gate to source voltage
current of the pull down network with OFF transistors is of the evaluation transistors negative. Second, it
increased that discharges the dynamic node due to the increases the body effect and the threshold voltage of the
increased temperature or the existence of several parallel evaluation transistors. Third, it decreases the drain to
(leakage)  paths  from the dynamic node to the ground. source voltage and DIBL of the evaluation transistors.
The keeper transistor should not turn off in the latter Therefore, the leakage power of the proposed circuit is
state. However, the current in the former state is more decreased especially in standby mode. Since the leakage
than the other. Therefore, the only way to distinguish current of the pull down network is considerably low, a
between the two states is use of a reference current, minimum keeper size is sufficient. However, increasing the
which corresponds to the pull down network leakage and keeper size increases the noise immunity especially in
the temperature of the chip. The reference current is wide OR gates with fan-in of more than 32 inputs.
compared with the pull down network current. If there is Moreover, increasing the ratio of W3/W6 increases the
no conducting path from the dynamic node to the ground reference current resulting in increased noise immunity.
and the only current in the PDN is the leakage current, the However, decreasing the ratio of Wkeeper/W4 increases
keeper transistor will not turn off because the reference the speed. The circuit of the reference leakage current
current is greater than the leakage current. consists of transistors M5, M6, M7 and M8. The

 In fact there is a race between the pull down network transistor M5 is off in active mode and will be on in
and the reference current. The current, which is greater standby mode to reduce standby power.
than the other wins the race and turns off its keeper The size of the mirror transistor M3 is chosen based
PMOS transistor. Transistor Mpre2 is removed to on the leakage of the pull down transistors. The mirror
discharge node K and thus turning on the keeper current must be greater than the pull down leakage and
transistor in the pre-charge phase. This results in smaller than the minimum PDN discharge current with at
improved   noise    immunity.    There-fore,    unlike   circuit least  one  input  at  the  high  logic  level to ensure correct

designs such as HS domino in which the keeper transistor
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Fig. (j): Current compression domino

operation. Since the reference circuit is a replica circuit of  The proposed circuit can be considered as two
the PDN, the reference current varies with temperature stages. The first stage pre-evaluation network includes
just like the PDN leakage current. Thus, the design is the PUN and transistors MPre, MEval and M1. The PUN,
almost insensitive to temperature variations. which implements the desired logic function is

Current Compression Domino: Since in wide fan-in dynamic logic circuits and indirectly changes the dynamic
gates, the capacitance of the dynamic node is large, speed voltage.
is decreased dramatically. In addition, noise immunity of The second stage looks like a footless domino with
the gate is reduced due to many parallel leaky paths in one input [node A as input in Fig. (o)], without any
wide gates. Although upsizing the keeper transistor can charge sharing, one transistor M2 regardless of the
improve noise robustness, power consumption and delay implemented Boolean function in the PUN and a
are increased due to large contention. These problems controlled keeper consists of two transistors. Only one
would be solved if the PDN implements logical function is pull-up transistor is connected to the dynamic node
separated from the keeper transistor by using a instead of the n-transistor in the n-bit OR gate to reduce
comparison stage in which the current of the pull-up capacitance on the dynamic node, yielding a higher
network (PUN) is compared with the worst case leakage speed. The input signal of the second stage is prepared
current. This idea is conceptually illustrated which utilizes by the first stage. In the evaluation phase, thus, the
the PUN instead of the PDN. In fact, there is a race dynamic power consumption consists of two parts: one
between the PUN and the reference current. part for the first stage and the other for the second stage.

Transistor  MK  is  added  in  series  with the As we know the dynamic power consumption directly
reference current to reduce power consumption when the depends on the capacitance, voltage swing and
voltage of the output node has fallen to ground voltage. contention current on the switching node in the constant
The proposed circuit for generation of reference current condition for frequency, power supply and temperature.
for all gates is shown in Fig. (j). This circuit is similar to a  The first stage with n-input has a lower voltage
replica leakage circuit proposed by, in which a series swing VDD to VTHP and no contention. On the other
diode-connection  transistor  M6  similar to M1 is added. hand, the second stage has rail-to-rail voltage swing with
In fact, as shown in Fig. (h), this circuit was a replica of minimum contention. Although the proposed circuit has
the worst case leakage current of the PUN to correctly some area overhead, it has less dynamic power
track leakage current variations due to process variations. consumption compared to footless domino. Transistor M1

Therefore, the gate of transistor M7 is connected to is configured in diode connection, i.e., its gate and drain
VDD and its size is derived from the sizes of pMOS terminal are connected together. 
transistors of the PUN in the worst case, i.e., a 16-input  In the evaluation mode, the current of the PUN
OR gate and hence its width is set equal to the sum of the transistors establishes some voltage drop across M1.
widths of 16 pMOS transistors of the PUN. This  voltage  will  be low, if all inputs are at the high level

disconnected from dynamic node, unlike traditional
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and only leakage current exists in the PUN and mirror C. Leakage Current Replica:
transistor M2. Otherwise, if at least one conductive path
exists between node A and ground, for example, level of
one input becomes low in the OR gate, this voltage drop
is raised up, turning on mirror transistor M2 and changing
the output voltage. The voltage drop across transistor M1
causes the gate-source voltage of the off transistors in
the PUN to become positive, yielding an exponential
reduction in sub-threshold leakage due to the
phenomenon called the stacking effect.

Proposed System: In proposed system for all the keeper Fig. (m): Leakage Current Replica CNTFETs
circuits, the SI-MOSFET is replaced with CNTFET. The
result is simulated using a tool called "HSPICE". HSPICE D. Controlled-keeper current compression domino:
is used for accurate circuit simulation and offers foundry-
certified MOS device models with state-of-the-art
simulation and analysis algorithms.

CMOS model is available by default and for CNTFET
model, request to Stanford CNTFET research had to be
made and the model can be downloaded from their official
website.

With CNTFET model, keeper circuits having carbon
nanotubes as channel can be simulated to get parameters
to compare efficiency of the Si-MOSFET and CNTFET.

Proposed model circuits for the five keeper circuits
with CNTFETs are given as follows.

A. High Speed domino: Fig. (n): Controller keeper current compression domino

Fig. (k) High Speed Domino CNTFETs

B. Diode Footed Domino:

Fig. (l): Diode Footed Domino CNTFETs accordingly with their own functions

CNTFETs

E. Current compression domino

Fig. (o): Current Compression Domino CNTFETs

 Netlists for both CNTFETs and SI-MOSFETs are
created which is available in the appendices portion.M
followed by any number represents SI-MOSFET in the
program and X followed by any number represents
CNTFET. The header and footer of the both varies
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RESULTS AND OBSERVATION 8. Peiravi, A. and M. Asyaei, 2012. “Robust low leakage

Table 1: Comparison between SI MOSFETS and CNTFETs
CNTFETs
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Average Power Average Power

Si-MOSFETS Power Dissipation Power Dissipation
HSD 3.439E^-9 1.8474 1.889E^-9 4.692E^-9
DFD 6.1336E^-3 123.7E^-9 1.743E^-9 4.204E^-9
LCR 1.2252E^-9 1.643E^-9 1.462E^-9 4.003E^-9
CKCDD 2.422E^-2 106.4E^-9 5.99E^-4 4.048E^-9
CCD 1.8507E^-4 42.48E^-6 1.00E^-9 3.980E^-9
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